Hakugen Ichikawa
By "An jin" is meant here spiritual calmness created by Prajna. Prajna is a unique intuition that sees the true nature of things as they are -1253) reads: "A bird flies as a bird does; a fish swims likes a fish !"
ing into the truth as it is) is named "Suchness" (tathata) or "Emptiness" (sunyata), because it is beyond our daily expression which is the result of discriminative consciousness (vijnana). So it is simply termed "suchness" or, negatively, "emptiness", Pra jna sees "emptiness" in "suchness", and in "suchness" "emptiness". This is to see "coincidentia Attaining non-duality is going beyond dualism of thought, for instance, pleasure and pain, good and evil, life and death, ignorance and enlightenment, and so on. Through this dual attitude of life comes nervous irritation. Seeing non-duality, we attain calmness of mind. A Zen poet says:
"Peak of Fuji" is a s ymbol of `our Self. Our true self is unchangeable in any circumstances; in prosperity or in, adversity, in war as well as in peace. The Logic of "Anjin" is that of non-duality; in the logic of nonduality, being is being, non-being is non-being, and at the same time being is non-being, and vice versa. This logic is termed by Dr. Suzuki, deriving from the phrase in the Diamond Sutra (Vajracchedika), "logic (2) A is non-A, therefore A is A.
(3) For instance, "suffering is not suffering, so it is suffering." In Prajna, as we stated, we see into the nature of things as they are, become one with "suchness" of them, and in this absolute unity we lose sight yof, or are free from, their aspects objectively grasped,-here suchness becomes, or rather, is emptiness: non-duality-, or "sokuhi" -experiencereveals itself. The logic of "sokuhi" is nothing but that of peace of mind ("Anjin") in Buddhism. However, it must be distinguished from Ase), the latter still remaining on a plane of discriminative mind. "Akirame" is to adapt ourselves to our circumstances by changing their meanings for us through a sort of philosophical reflection, while "Anjin" is above such reflection, and also isn't the same as what is called "self-possession" or "presence of mind" based on a dual mode of life.
Our consideration suggests now "Anjin" in itself is not a kind of "ideology," a form of intellectual adjustment or adaptation to surroundings, historically as well as socially conditioned. So a well-known verse:
The believing mind, "Anjin" as such, is beyond all forms. This formless self or mind, however, isn't some-thing distinguished from forms,-then it is also a sort of form. To be free from all forms is at the same time to be free to take any form, if necessary. "Let your mind (or thought)",
To be "beyond all language" is no other than being "all language". Peace of mind creates itself anywhere in any condition, not only in democratic states but in fascist ones, and it takes whatever forms of ideologies it dikes. There is no intrinsic connection between Anjin and ideology so far We come into being in society, and become aware of ourselves in contact with other men. It isn't possible for us to live in society ignoring the rules of human relations. Even an outlaw has a sense of duty towards his circle. We cannot find, with the exception of the insane, any man without moral sentiment, whereas we meet today in our country a number of people without religion. This suggests that a Buddhist too has necessarily morals in some form or other. It proves that he virtually enters the. domain of ideology. Needless to say, this region is that of discussion and choice, that of duality instead of nonduality. In the field of social ethics, it isn't possible for us to support and resist militarism at the same time. Sometimes a Buddhist comes across the totalitarianism forced upon by the state authority, which implicitly threatens the people to accept it with a menace of death,-as we experienced under the militarism of recent Japan. Erich Fromm says:
The "yes" to God is the "no" to Caessar; the "yes" to man is, (5) the "no" to all those who want to enslave, exploit, and stultify, him.
In the face of political power, arises the question of choosing our attitude of escape, compromise, or criticism. To remain non-choosing is, impossible for us: even non-choosing is a form of choosing. Choice is a matter of "either-or"
and not one of non-duality-a matter of pure sub jectivity, "Anjin" in itself. The firmness of one's "Anjin" alone cannot assure the truth of one's ideology, and the deepness of one's pure subjectivity cannot make up for the scantiness of one's social thought. It isn't rare that the decisiveness of Anjin goes together with the conventionalism of moral thoughts. Profundity of one's Anjin isn't always the evidence of the validity of one's view on the social questions.
There are two types of Peace of mind (Anjin):
Type A. Being undisturbed in adversity.
Ryokan ( there is bread for all, and then it is that the spiritual question (6) will present itself before men in all its depth. (Berdyaev) Type B. Peace of mind creating and verifying itself in the practice of realizing peace and happiness of the world, not only by the spiritual but also by material and social means.
An objection may be raised here: the essential problem of Buddhism is nothing but the problem of life-and-death, the other questions, e. g., the social, the economical and the political should be left to the respective sciences. However we must pay attention to the fact that the early cannot be established in the world in time, and that the Kingdom, (9) of God must be established in the world in time.
Also the Dharma-dhatu must be established in the world in time efforts to remove the social evils are required here in time. But the logicof the Dharma-dhatu will never be allowed to be connected straight to that of the Loka-dhatu. If the logic of harmony of the former is directly-applied to the social problems, the righteousness of protest and resistanee against the social evils will be denied. Mere preaching of "peace and harmony" can never remove, as our history proves, the objective existence of those evils, which are cleared only by reforming practices. Here is the field of Buddhist social ethics that intermediates the Dharma-dhatu and tthe Loka-dhatu. Therefore social ethics of religion need to have a special perspective, different from the mundane ethics. It must contain angles both relative and absolute towards history. In human history we often see the struggles between, the suppressor and the suppressed. Both sides try to protect their own interests. Aparently here is a problem of group egosim, which is found not only on the part of the suppressor as we see it easily but also on the part of the suppressed. Simone Weil noticed egoism and cruelties of the revolutionary groups when she took part in the resistance movements in Spain, and she called the revolution "opium of the people". But we must distinguish the group egoism of the suppressed fom that of the suppressor. The protest and resistance of the suppressed claiming the fundamental rights of man are focused on the freedom and happiness of all mankind. Nevertheless it is the unde niable fact that the reforming movement within them is still imbued with egoism.
The Dharma-dhatu is the world of love and harmony, created by the egoless Prajna. As such it has the two functions, namely, to affirm the reforming activities for the welfare of all mankind, and to criticise the ego-centeredness hidden even in those activities of good intentions. So in the Dharma-dhatu, not only the logic of peace and that of harmony but also peace of mind and that of the world are completely unified. The egoless self in Prajna is founded, as we stated before, upon the logic and wisdom of non-duality, which is nothing but the logic of "Anjin" in Buddhism. Now, the two types of Anjin, in my view, do not necessarily contradict each other: the former may possibly be included in the latter as the attitude to hold oneself in adversity, in the practice of devoting oneself to creating the world of peace and happiness. Thus we find our lives of Dharma-dhatu straight to Loka-dhatu (our society of class antagonism), and a problem of non-violence as the only way of cutting off a vicious circle of violence and that of violence in pressing situations, for example, the "legitimate self-defense" against bruglary and murder.
pretation is slightly different from that of Dr. Suzuki: Cf., "Zen Buddhism and its Influence on Japanese Culture, 1938, p, 202.
(2) Prajnaparamita is not prajnaparamita and therefore it is prajnaparamita.
(3) "Suffering is not suffering, theref ore it is suffering".-This proposition is of course illogical and nonsense in the field of formal logic. But it doesn't belong to this field. The experience indicated by this proposition is one of the different dimension. The subject "A" in this case denotes "A" directly experienced in Prajna intuition, while on the other hand, "A" in the predicate is not "A" in itself, "A" as pure experience. For example, the subject "Fire" ("A") is, or more exactly, denotes, fire itself really burning and burns any hand that touches it, but "fire" in subject "Fire"; it is a content, an object in that sense, of onr consciousness. In the adove proposition, "A" as the subject and "A" in the predicate suggest the stratum construction of experience. The subject "A"
suggesting the Prajna intuition is not the same as "A" in the predicate. It becomes clear that the logic of "Sokuhi" or of Prajna is not in direct opposition to formal logic, because the dimension of the former is different from that of the latter, in other words, "Sokuhi" logic does not deny, in the above sense, formal logic. Our daily experience where formal logic is accepted as a matter of course-suffering is suffering, delight is delight; suffering is not delight, and vice versa,-always holds a certain viewpoint from which a certain object (19) is viewed: there are always certain things that are to be viewed from certain points of view, thus our experience consists of subject and object, or the inner and the outer world. In the Prajfia experience, however, there is no discrimination, no dualism of subject and object, mental and physical, viewpoints and things viewed. Suffering in Prajfia is not suffering objectively perceived from which (object) we (subject or ego) try to escape in our nervous tension of subject versus object. In Prajna, in this unio mystica, so to speak, suffering is suffering, and yet it is not suffering (object) as one to be escaped by the sufferer (subject), in this sense, it is non-suff ering, or it is "as if" suffering. No nervous irritation is herepacification of the soul is performed. Now, the subject "A" (fire or suff ering in the above cases) or more precisely, Prajfia experience (fire or Buff ering as such) indicated by the subject "A" is never annihilated by the "non-A", the negation in the predicate, so it is concluded, "therefore it is suffering: suffering as such, or sunya suffering." those of sand, and suggests the truths that (1) choosing is non-choosing, so it is choosing; and that (2) the choosing service should be performed with most sincere and careful mind. We are suggested by the second item that our thoughts and practices in society should serve the purposes by conforming to the law and principle of the respective situations. Kitaro difined, in his later years, his philosophy as "The absolute objectivism".
To be above the "-ism" does not mean falling into an "opportun-ism" "Does a man of Enlightenment too fall into the world of causality (be chained to the law of causality)?" He answered: "the enlightened one enlightenment is taken as something objective which we must seek and cling to, then we will lose this and fall again into the relative perspective. (10) For example, democratic freedom is by no means the product of few saints and clergy, but that of the secular and organized people awakened to their rights of man.
(11) Simone Weil , a French philospher who died young in England. She took part in the revolutionary movement in Spain for a while.
(12) S. Weil, La condition ouveriere, 1951.
(13) Endless progress (or optimism towards history) and everlasting repetition (or pessimism towards history) of human history. We are in the structural construction of history, so to speak.
